BUNN WAVE BREWER
WAVE-15-APS
WHY WE RECOMMEND THIS TRADITIONAL BREWER
Offer premium coffee and take up minimal counter
space in your break room with the Bunn
WAVE-15-APS low profile, wide base, specialty
automatic coffee brewer. The Bunn WAVE-15-APS
coffee brewer features SmartWAVE technology to
increase the turbulence in the brew funnel, extracting
maximum flavor. It brews up to 3.9 gallons of coffee
per hour, and its SplashGard funnel keeps hot liquid
away from operators' hands. A 17-hole spray head
maximizes flavor uniformity, and it can also be
removed and cleaned after use. To accommodate up
to 2.5 liter airpots, this automatic coffee brewer
includes a slide-out booster tray and adjustable legs.
Thanks to its four-digit LED readout, you can easily
set and program the internal computer with
push-button controls. The Bunn WAVE-15-APS low
profile, wide base, specialty automatic coffee brewer
requires a 120V electrical connection for operation.
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SPECIFICATIONS

2.5 L Airpot
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MODEL: Wave-15-APS
DIMENSIONS: 17.4”H x 18.7”D x 9.7”W
VOLTS / AMPS: 120 / 11.3
WATTS / HERTZ: 1350 / 60
WATER ACCESS: Plumbed
MIN/MAX WATER PRESSURE (PSI): 20.0 / 90.0
WATER FITTING: ¼” Male Flare Fitting
CORD ATTACHED: Yes
PLUG TYPE: NEMA 5-15P
8oz CUPS/HR: 62
INPUT H2O TEMP: 60ºF
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FEATURES
Ensures coffee brew quality with cold brew lock out capability
New flexible 17-hole spray head maximizes uniformity of extraction and provides easy cleaning and de-liming
BrewMETERU+00AE allows automatic programming of pulse routine
Ulitize the same LED read-out for brewer status (Ready, Heating, Brewing)
SplashGardU+00AE funnel deflects hot liquids away from the hand
Gourmet funnel accommodates larger throw weights
Four-digit LED read-out for simple programming
Brew into 1.9L thermal carafe using the slide-out booster tray
SmartWAVE technology increases turbulence in the brew funnel
Servers not included unless otherwise noted
Energy-saver mode reduces tank temperature during idle periods
Adjustable legs to accommodate up to 2.5L lever-action airpot and 1.9L thermal pitcher

AIRPOT FEATURES
BREW-THRU STEM
SWIVEL BASE
TOP LOCK FOR SAFETY
REMOVABLE LID
POPULAR LEVER ACTION DISPENSING
VACUUM INSULATED STAINLESS STEEL INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR
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